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Description

Title of Invention: SIGNAL PROCESSING APPARATUS, SIGNAL

PROCESSING METHOD, AND IMAGE CAPTURING

APPARATUS
Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to signal processing for a video signal, and more p ar

ticularly, to signal processing for processing a high dynamic range video signal.

Background Art
[0002] In recent years, technological innovation of a display device such as a video display

or a projector has enabled higher luminance and higher dynamic range video display

than those in a conventional cathode ray tube (CRT) display. While a master monitor

(CRT master monitor) in the conventional CRT display has performed display with a

luminance of 100 nit (cd/m2) for 100 % white of a video signal, for example, the

current display device can generally perform display with a luminance of 100 nit or

more.

[0003] A display device referred to as a High Dynamic Range (HDR) display has also

appeared, which can perform display with a luminance of 1000 to 4000 nit.

[0004] To perform higher dynamic range video display using the display device such as the

HDR display, an HDR EOTF capable of representing an HDR signal range by

expanding an Electro-Optical Transfer Function (EOTF) corresponding to a display

gamma defined for a conventional Standard Dynamic Range (SDR) display has been

required.

[0005] As an example of the HDR EOTF, an HDR EOTF to which a Perceptual Quantizer

(PQ) having a visually optimum quantization accuracy is applied has been stan

dardized for a display luminance range up to 10000 nit which is wider than a con

ventional range. The EOTF represented by the PQ is an absolute luminance EOTF

because it is defined as a quantization value for an absolute luminance at a video

output of the display device.

[0006] On the other hand, a characteristic of an image capturing apparatus corresponding to

a camera gamma of a video camera generally shows a property, which approximates a

reverse characteristic of a display EOTF or to which a total gamma of a system is

added, and which is referred to as an Optical-Electro Transfer Function (OETF). The

OETF standardized in BT.709 is an SDR OETF optimized for the above described

CRT master monitor having a luminance of 100 nit. In recent years, it has been known

that a system gamma becomes 1.2 when combined with BT.1886 standardized as an

EOTF for a flat panel display.



[0007] While the EOTF represented by the PQ is an absolute luminance EOTF, a con

ventional camera-type OETF is a relative luminance OETF allocated to a sensor output

value, which varies depending on dimming using a diaphragm or a filter in a lens

optical system, a shutter speed, and a gain setting of a sensor circuit with a sensor

output for an object having a standard reflectance as a predetermined reference value.

Correct exposure is generally determined with an output value of a standard white

object or a 18 % gray object as a reference in BT.709, for example.

Citation List
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[0008] [NPL 1] Rec. ITU-R Bt.709

[NPL 2] SMPTE ST 2084:2014

[0009] The above described SDR OETF has been problem-free in a situation where the

dynamic range of the display device is narrow. However, to combine the SDR OETF

with the HDR EOTF in the HDR display, such as the PQ, the SDR OETF needs to be

output as an HDR OETF by predetermined conversion.

[0010] In recent years, professional-use camera systems which can capture an image using

an OETF having a wider dynamic range called a Log gamma instead of a conventional

camera gamma have been increasing in number. If such a camera system is used,

conversion into an OETF having a wider dynamic range can be carried out.

[001 1] However, an OETF of an image capturing apparatus including a Log gamma is a

relative luminance OETF, as described above. To convert the relative luminance OETF

into an absolute luminance OETF corresponding to the absolute luminance EOTF in

the display device, therefore, a criterion for converting a relative luminance into an

absolute luminance is required.

[0012] In normal image capturing with a camera, a method for image capturing purposely

under exposure amount control has been generally used to place a high luminance

object within a signal range and maintain a desired optical diaphragm value and shutter

speed.

[0013] To monitor a video image captured under such exposure control with a brightness

desired by a user, a conversion criterion from a relative luminance OETF to an

absolute luminance OETF needs to be changed depending on an image capturing

situation. If video data to be recorded or transmitted has an original relative luminance

OETF, therefore, in order to reproduce the brightness obtained at the time of the

monitoring and replay the video image, the brightness during the reproduction needs to

match a brightness in the absolute luminance EOTF at which the video signal has been

monitored.

Summary of Invention



[0014] According to an aspect of the present invention, a signal processing apparatus that

processes a video signal includes a signal conversion unit configured to convert a first

video signal quantized according to a first characteristic to represent a video image

with a relative luminance, into a second video signal quantized according to a second

characteristic to represent the video image with an absolute luminance in an output of a

display device based on a predetermined conversion correspondence relationship, and

a signal output unit configured to output information representing the conversion cor

respondence relationship in association with at least one of the first video signal and

the second video signal.

[0015] Further features of the present invention will become apparent from the following de

scription of exemplary embodiments with reference to the attached drawings.

Brief Description of Drawings
[0016] [fig.l]Fig. 1 is a schematic configuration diagram of a video signal processing

apparatus according to a first exemplary embodiment of the present invention.

[fig.2]Fig. 2 is a schematic view of conversion from a relative luminance OETF to an

absolute luminance OETF.

[fig.3]Fig. 3 is a schematic view of conversion from a relative luminance OETF to an

absolute luminance OETF.

[fig.4]Fig. 4 illustrates a configuration example of a conversion reference luminance

setting circuit in a first exemplary embodiment.

[fig.5]Fig. 5 is a schematic configuration diagram of a video signal processing

apparatus according to a second exemplary embodiment.

[fig.6]Fig. 6 is a schematic configuration diagram of a video signal processing

apparatus according to a third exemplary embodiment.

[fig.7]Fig. 7 is a schematic configuration diagram of a video signal processing

apparatus according to a fourth exemplary embodiment.

[fig.8]Fig. 8 is a schematic configuration diagram of a video signal processing

apparatus according to a fifth exemplary embodiment.

[fig.9]Fig. 9 is a schematic configuration diagram of a video signal processing

apparatus according to a sixth exemplary embodiment.

[fig. 10]Fig. 10 is a schematic configuration diagram of an image capturing apparatus

according to a seventh exemplary embodiment.

Description of Embodiments
[0017] Suitable exemplary embodiments of the present invention will be described below

with reference to the drawings.

[0018] Fig. 1 is a schematic configuration diagram of a video signal processing apparatus

according to a first exemplary embodiment of the present invention.



[0019] A video signal (first video signal), representing a video image with a relative

luminance and quantized according to a relative luminance OETF, is input to a video

input of a terminal 101.

[0020] Examples of the video signal (first video signal) quantized according to the relative

luminance OETF include a luminance linear signal obtained by subjecting an output of

a video sensor serving as an image capturing unit to analog-to-digital (A/D) conversion

and performing matrix calculation for mapping the output into a predetermined color

space, a video signal quantized according to a gamma curve standardized in BT.709,

and a Log video signal quantized according to a Log gamma curve having a dynamic

range more expanded than that of the gamma curve standardized in BT.709.

[0021] In the present exemplary embodiment, the present invention will be described using

an example of a Log gamma having a dynamic range up to 800 % as the relative

luminance OETF. When a signal level of a standard white object is set to 100 % in an

image captured in correct exposure, the Log gamma is a relative luminance OETF

having a dynamic range eight times higher than 100 .

[0022] An OETF conversion circuit 102 is a signal conversion unit, and converts the relative

luminance OETF video signal (first video signal) into a video signal (second video

signal). The second video signal is quantized according to an absolute luminance

OETF to represent the relative luminance OETF video signal (first video signal) with

an absolute luminance in an output of a display device for monitoring. A terminal 105

is a signal output unit, which outputs the video signal after the conversion.

[0023] Examples of the absolute luminance OETF include a reverse characteristic of

Perceptual Quantization (PQ) standardized in ST.2084. The PQ is an absolute

luminance EOTF and is a quantization characteristic that is visually most efficient for

an absolute luminance value of a pixel in displaying a video image. A video signal to

be input to a display device having the input characteristic needs to be quantized

according to the absolute luminance OETF having the reverse characteristic of the PQ.

[0024] Fig. 2 is a schematic view of a code mapping for converting a relative luminance

OETF having a dynamic range up to 800 % into an absolute luminance OETF.

[0025] To convert a relative luminance into an absolute luminance for an input video signal,

a predetermined conversion reference luminance for conversion from the relative

luminance to the absolute luminance is required as a correspondence relationship

between video signals having the relative luminance and the absolute luminance. In an

example illustrated in Fig. 2, conversion is performed so that 100 % in the relative

luminance OETF corresponds to 100 nit in the absolute luminance OETF. When a

conversion reference luminance is defined as an absolute luminance value corre

sponding to 100 % in the relative luminance OETF, the conversion reference

luminance in this case is 100 nit. A conversion reference luminance setting circuit 103



illustrated in Fig. 1 sets the conversion reference luminance for the OETF conversion

circuit 102. In the example illustrated in Fig. 2, 100 nit is set as the conversion

reference luminance, and the conversion from the relative luminance OETF into the

absolute luminance OETF is performed corresponding to the conversion reference

luminance in the OETF conversion circuit 102.

[0026] Fig. 3 is a schematic view of a code mapping when a conversion reference luminance

is set to 400 nit. In this case, OETF conversion is performed so that 100 % in a relative

luminance OETF corresponds to 400 nit in an absolute luminance OETF.

[0027] While an absolute luminance corresponding to 100 % in the relative luminance

OETF is defined as a reference luminance in the above described example, the present

invention is not limited to this. For example, an absolute luminance corresponding to

200 % in the relative luminance OETF may be a reference luminance. Further, the

present invention may be based on definition other than the reference luminance. For

example, another definition may be used as long as it represents a conversion corre

spondence from the relative luminance OETF to the absolute luminance OETF.

[0028] A conversion reference information addition circuit 104 illustrated in Fig. 1 adds the

conversion reference luminance set by the conversion reference luminance setting

circuit 103, to the relative luminance OETF video signal (first video signal) as in

formation representing a conversion correspondence (hereinafter referred to as

conversion reference information) from the relative luminance OETF to the absolute

luminance OETF. A terminal 106 is a signal output unit, which outputs a video signal

with the conversion reference information added thereto. By using this conversion

reference information, the same conversion characteristic as that of an absolute

luminance OETF video signal (second video signal) obtained after OETF conversion

can be reproduced from the relative luminance OETF video signal (first video signal) .

A configuration for adding the conversion reference information can include meta data

in a video file for recording, and a sub-code and meta data to be added to a video file

during video transmission.

[0029] The conversion reference information may only be output in relation to a video file

including a video signal. The present invention is not limited to the above described

configuration for adding the conversion reference information to the video file as the

meta data. The conversion reference information may only be output in association

with the video file as needed for reference.

[0030] Fig. 4 illustrates a configuration example of the conversion reference luminance

setting circuit 103. User Interface (UI) information for selecting a conversion reference

luminance is input from a terminal 401. A source of the UI information can be UI in

formation through a menu operation of the video signal processing apparatus, UI in

formation received in communication with an external device, or UI information to be



selected according to a previously programmed procedure.

[0031] The above described conversion reference luminance can be set using the conversion

reference luminance setting circuit 103 as a unit for setting a conversion corre

spondence relationship. The conversion reference luminance setting circuit 103 may be

provided in the external device communicating with the video signal processing

apparatus to make a setting from the external device.

[0032] A conversion reference luminance value determination circuit 402 decodes the above

described UI information, and outputs the decoded UI information as the conversion

reference luminance from a terminal 403.

[0033] According to the above described exemplary embodiment, also when an image is

captured to adjust exposure using a standard object, the video image can be displayed

through output of the absolute luminance OETF by setting the conversion reference

luminance from the relative luminance OETF to the absolute luminance OETF.

Therefore, when conversion reference luminance information is used which is output

in association with the video data, conversion into the same absolute luminance OETF

can be carried out also in RAW development processing and post production.

[0034] Fig. 5 is a schematic configuration diagram of a video signal processing apparatus

that adds conversion reference information to a video signal (second video signal)

according to an absolute luminance OETF as a second exemplary embodiment of the

present invention. The second exemplary embodiment is the same as the first

exemplary embodiment except for the video signal to which the conversion reference

information is to be added, and hence overlapping description is not repeated.

[0035] A video signal (first video signal) quantized according to a relative luminance OETF

is input to a video input of a terminal 101.

[0036] An OETF conversion circuit 102 converts the relative luminance OETF video signal

(first video signal) into an absolute luminance OETF video signal (second video

signal).

[0037] A conversion reference luminance setting circuit 103 sets a conversion reference

luminance to the OETF conversion circuit 102.

[0038] A conversion reference information addition circuit 104 adds the conversion

reference luminance, which has been set by the conversion reference luminance setting

circuit 103, to the absolute luminance OETF video signal (second video signal) as the

conversion reference information. A terminal 105 outputs the video signal having the

conversion reference information added thereto.

[0039] A terminal 106 outputs the relative luminance OETF video signal (first video signal).

[0040] Fig. 6 is a schematic configuration diagram of a video signal processing apparatus

that adds conversion reference information to both a video signal (first video signal)

according to a relative luminance OETF and a video signal (second video signal)



according to an absolute luminance OETF as a third exemplary embodiment of the

present invention. The third exemplary embodiment is the same as the first exemplary

embodiment except for the video signals to which the conversion reference in

formation is to be added, and hence overlapping description is not repeated.

[0041] A relative luminance OETF video signal (first video signal) is input to a video input

of a terminal 101.

[0042] An OETF conversion circuit 102 converts the relative luminance OETF video signal

(first video signal) into an absolute luminance OETF video signal (second video

signal).

[0043] A conversion reference luminance setting circuit 103 sets a conversion reference

luminance to the OETF conversion circuit 102.

[0044] A conversion reference information addition circuit 104 adds the conversion

reference luminance, which has been set by the conversion reference luminance setting

circuit 103, to both the relative luminance OETF video signal (first video signal) and

the absolute luminance OETF video signal (second video signal) as the conversion

reference information. Terminals 106 and 105 respectively output the video signals

with the conversion reference information added thereto.

[0045] Fig. 7 is a schematic configuration diagram of a video signal processing apparatus

that converts a video signal (first video signal) quantized according to a first relative

luminance OETF into a video signal (second video signal) quantized according to an

absolute luminance OETF and converts into a video signal (third video signal)

quantized according to a second relative luminance OETF. The video signal processing

apparatus outputs the converted video signals, and adds conversion reference in

formation to the second relative luminance OETF video signal (third video signal) as a

fourth exemplary embodiment of the present invention.

[0046] The present exemplary embodiment corresponds to a configuration in which a

luminance linear signal obtained by subjecting an output of a video sensor serving as

an image capturing unit to A/D conversion and performing color space matrix

processing for the output, as described above, as the first relative luminance OETF

video signal (first video signal). The obtained linear signal is directly converted into an

absolute luminance OETF video signal while second relative luminance OETF

conversion from the luminance linear signal to a Log gamma signal is performed. Such

a configuration produces an effect of reducing degradation of accuracy caused by

performing quantization characteristic conversion in multistage processes when the

absolute luminance OETF video signal is generated.

[0047] A video signal quantized according to a first relative luminance OETF (first video

signal) is input to a video input of a terminal 101.

[0048] An OETF conversion circuit 102 converts the video signal quantized according to the



first relative luminance OETF (first video signal) into a video signal quantized

according to an absolute luminance OETF video signal (second video signal), and

outputs the converted video signal from a terminal 105.

[0049] A conversion reference luminance setting circuit 103 sets a conversion reference

luminance to the OETF conversion circuit 102.

[0050] A relative luminance OETF conversion circuit 701 converts the first relative

luminance OETF video signal (first video signal) input from the terminal 101, into a

second relative luminance OETF video signal (third video signal).

[0051] As described above, as the first relative luminance OETF a luminance linear char ac

teristic is conceivable, and as the second relative luminance OETF, BT.709 and a Log

gamma characteristic are conceivable.

[0052] A conversion reference information addition circuit 104 adds the conversion

reference luminance set by the conversion reference luminance setting circuit 103, to

the second relative luminance OETF video signal (third video signal) as conversion

reference information, and outputs the video signal with the conversion reference in

formation added thereto from a terminal 106.

[0053] The conversion reference information added in the conversion reference information

addition circuit 104 is a reference luminance in performing conversion from the first

relative luminance OETF to the absolute luminance OETF in the OETF conversion

circuit 102.

[0054] When the relative luminance OETF conversion circuit 701 converts the first relative

luminance OETF to the second relative luminance OETF, if respective relative

luminance values in the first and second relative luminance OETFs before and after the

conversion do not change, i.e., if a conversion gain between the OETFs is 1, a 100 %

luminance in the first relative luminance OETF is a 100 % luminance in the second

relative luminance OETF.

[0055] In this case, a result of converting the second relative luminance OETF into the

absolute luminance OETF based on the conversion reference information added in the

conversion reference information addition circuit 104 becomes equal to a conversion

result from the first relative luminance OETF to the absolute luminance OETF in the

OETF conversion circuit 102.

[0056] Thus, the absolute luminance OETF video signal (second video signal) can be re

produced, using the added conversion reference information, from the second relative

luminance OETF video signal (third video signal) that has been output from the

terminal 106.

[0057] Conversion from a normal luminance linear signal to a BT.709 video gamma signal

and to a Log gamma signal can be considered as conversion with a gain of 1, and the

above equivalence of the conversion reference luminance holds.



[0058] When conversion between relative luminance OETFs with a conversion gain that is

not 1 is used, a conversion reference luminance, which has been translated into a

reference value of a relative luminance after the conversion, is added as conversion

reference information. Thus, an absolute luminance OETF video signal can similarly

be reproduced, using the added conversion reference information, from the video

signal output of second relative luminance OETF.

[0059] Fig. 8 is a schematic configuration diagram of a video signal processing apparatus

according to a fifth exemplary embodiment of the present invention that converts a

video signal (first video signal) quantized according to a first relative luminance OETF

into a video signal (second video signal) quantized according to an absolute luminance

OETF, and into a video signal (third video signal) quantized according to a second

relative luminance OETF. The converted video signals are output, and the conversion

reference information is added to the absolute luminance OETF video signal (second

video signal). The fifth exemplary embodiment is the same as the fourth exemplary

embodiment except that the video signal to which the conversion reference information

is added is different, and hence overlapping description is not repeated.

[0060] A video signal quantized according to the first relative luminance OETF (first video

signal) is input to a video input of a terminal 101.

[0061] An OETF conversion circuit 102 converts the video signal quantized according to the

first relative luminance OETF (first video signal) into a video signal quantized

according to absolute luminance OETF (second video signal).

[0062] A conversion reference luminance setting circuit 103 sets a conversion reference

luminance to the OETF conversion circuit 102.

[0063] A relative luminance OETF conversion circuit 701 converts the first relative

luminance OETF video signal (first video signal) input from the terminal 101, into a

second relative luminance OETF video signal (third video signal), and outputs the

converted video signal from a terminal 106.

[0064] A conversion reference information addition circuit 104 adds the conversion

reference luminance set by the conversion reference luminance setting circuit 103, to

the absolute luminance OETF video signal (second video signal) as conversion

reference information, and outputs the video signal with the conversion reference in

formation added thereto from a terminal 105.

[0065] Fig. 9 is a schematic configuration diagram of a video signal processing apparatus

according to a sixth exemplary embodiment of the present invention that converts a

video signal (first video signal) quantized according to a first relative luminance OETF

into a video signal (second video signal) quantized according to an absolute luminance

OETF, and into a video signal (third video signal) quantized according to a second

relative luminance OETF. The converted video signals is output, and the conversion



reference information is added to both the absolute luminance OETF video signal

(second video signal) and the second relative luminance OETF video signal (third

video signal).

[0066] A video signal quantized according to the first relative luminance OETF (first video

signal) is input to a video input of a terminal 101.

[0067] An OETF conversion circuit 102 converts the video signal quantized according to the

first relative luminance OETF (first video signal) into an absolute luminance OETF

(second video signal).

[0068] A conversion reference luminance setting circuit 103 sets a conversion reference

luminance to the OETF conversion circuit 102.

[0069] A relative luminance OETF conversion circuit 701 converts the video signal of first

relative luminance OETF (first video signal) input from the terminal 101, into a video

signal of second relative luminance OETF (third video signal).

[0070] A conversion reference information addition circuit 104 adds the conversion

reference luminance set by the conversion reference luminance setting circuit 103, to

both the second relative luminance OETF video signal (third video signal) and the

absolute luminance OETF video signal (second video signal) as conversion reference

information. The video signals with the conversion reference information added

thereto are output from terminals 106 and 105.

[0071] Fig. 10 is a schematic configuration diagram of an image capturing apparatus having

a function of outputting an absolute luminance OETF video image and a function of

recording a relative luminance OETF video image, according to a seventh exemplary

embodiment of the present invention.

[0072] A camera optical system 1001 includes optical devices such as a lens, a diaphragm,

and a shutter, and forms an optical image on an image sensor 1002.

[0073] An image sensor 1002 converts the formed optical image into an electric signal. An

analog signal processing circuit 1003 performs analog signal processing such as ampli

fication processing on a video signal converted into an electric signal. An A/D

conversion circuit 1004 converts the analog video signal into a digital signal.

[0074] A camera signal processing circuit 1005 performs interpolation processing of an

image sensor pixel array, color space matrix processing, and white balance processing

on the digital signal obtained by the A/D conversion, and outputs the obtained digital

signal as a digital video signal.

[0075] A video output signal processing circuit 1006 performs color space processing and

gray scale processing for outputting the digital video signal as a real time video signal.

[0076] The video signal in this stage is a relative luminance OETF video signal (first video

signal) according to an exposure setting determined by a camera optical system and

gain setting in analog/digital signal processing.



[0077] An OETF conversion circuit 102 converts the video signal quantized according to a

relative luminance OETF (first video signal) into a video signal (second video signal)

quantized according to an absolute luminance OETF, and outputs the converted video

signal from a terminal 105.

[0078] A conversion reference luminance setting circuit 103 sets a conversion reference

luminance to the OETF conversion circuit 102.

[0079] A video recording signal processing circuit 1007 performs coding processing and

meta data addition processing for recording the relative luminance OETF video signal.

[0080] A media recording circuit 1008 serving as a recording unit adds the conversion

reference luminance fed from the conversion reference luminance setting circuit 103 as

meta data representing conversion reference information to the coded relative

luminance OETF video signal (first video signal), and records the obtained video

signal with the conversion reference information added thereto on a recording media

1009.

[0081] When the relative luminance OETF video signal data recorded on the recording

media 1009 is converted into an absolute luminance OETF video signal using the

added conversion reference information, a video image can be obtained which shows a

conversion result same as the absolute luminance OETF video image output from the

terminal 105.

[0082] While in the present embodiment, the image capturing apparatus using the video

signal processing apparatus according to the above described first exemplary em

bodiment has been described as an example, the video signal processing apparatus may

be replaced with the video signal processing apparatus according to any one of the

second to sixth exemplary embodiments.

[0083] While the suitable exemplary embodiments of the present invention have been

described above, the present invention is not limited to the exemplary embodiments.

Various modifications and alterations can be made without departing from the scope of

the present invention.

[0084] While the present invention has been described with reference to exemplary em

bodiments, it is to be understood that the invention is not limited to the disclosed

exemplary embodiments. The scope of the following claims is to be accorded the

broadest interpretation so as to encompass all such modifications and equivalent

structures and functions.

[0085] This application claims the benefit of Japanese Patent Application No. 2015-054063,

filed March 17, 2015, which is hereby incorporated by reference herein in its entirety.



WO 2016/147625 PCT/JP2016/001343

Claims
[Claim 1] A signal processing apparatus that processes a video signal,

comprising:

a signal conversion unit configured to convert a first video signal

quantized according to a first characteristic to represent a video image

with a relative luminance, into a second video signal quantized

according to a second characteristic to represent the video image with

an absolute luminance in an output of a display device based on a pre

determined conversion correspondence relationship; and

a signal output unit configured to output information representing the

conversion correspondence relationship in association with at least one

of the first video signal and the second video signal.

[Claim 2] A signal processing apparatus that processes a video signal,

comprising:

a first signal conversion unit configured to convert a first video signal

quantized according to a first characteristic to represent a video image

with a relative luminance, into a second video signal quantized

according to a second characteristic to represent the video image with

an absolute luminance in an output of a display device based on a pre

determined conversion correspondence relationship; and

a second signal conversion unit configured to convert the first video

signal into a third video signal quantized according to a third charac

teristic which is different from the first characteristic; and

a signal output unit configured to output information representing the

conversion correspondence relationship in association with at least one

of the second video signal and the third video signal.

[Claim 3] The signal processing apparatus according to claim 1 or 2, wherein

the conversion correspondence relationship is a reference luminance

representing a correspondence relationship between the relative

luminance of the first video signal and the absolute value of the second

video signal.

[Claim 4] The signal processing apparatus according to claim 1, wherein

the signal output unit adds information representing the conversion cor

respondence relationship to the video signal, and outputs the video

signal with the information added thereto.

[Claim 5] The signal processing apparatus according to claim 1 or 2, further

comprising
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a setting unit configured to set the conversion correspondence rela

tionship.

[Claim 6] An image capturing apparatus comprising:

the signal processing apparatus according to claim 1 or 2;

an image capturing unit configured to acquire a video signal to be input

to the signal processing apparatus by image capturing.

[Claim 7] The image capturing apparatus according to claim 6, further comprising

a recording unit configured to record a video signal output from the

signal output unit together with information representing the

conversion correspondence relationship.

[Claim 8] A signal processing method for processing a video signal, comprising:

converting a first video signal quantized according to a first char ac

teristic to represent a video image with a relative luminance, into a

second video signal quantized according to a second characteristic to

represent the video image with an absolute luminance in an output of a

display device based on a predetermined conversion correspondence re

lationship; and

outputting information representing the conversion correspondence re

lationship in association with at least one of the first video signal and

the second video signal.

[Claim 9] A signal processing method for processing a video signal, comprising:

performing first signal conversion for converting a first video signal

quantized according to a first characteristic to represent a video image

with a relative luminance, into a second video signal quantized

according to a second characteristic to represent the video image with

an absolute luminance in an output of a display device based on a pre

determined conversion correspondence relationship; and

performing second signal conversion for converting the first video

signal into a third video signal quantized according to a third charac

teristic which is different from the first characteristic; and

outputting information representing the conversion correspondence re

lationship in association with at least one of the second video signal

and the third video signal.
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